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This report gives the results of a programme of experimental investigations, which were
carried out to test stacking of lead ions in a storage ring (the former Low Energy Anti-
proton Ring, LEAR) at 4.2 MeV per nucleon. The motivation was to demonstrate the
feasibility of gaining the large factor in the phase-space density required for injection into
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In the first part of the report, the layout of the
experiments is described, the choice of the parameters of the electron cooling system used
for stacking is reported and the multiturn injection using horizontal- and longitudinal-
(and in the final project also vertical-) phase space is discussed. In the second part the
experimental results are presented. Factors of vital importance are the stacking efficiency,
the beam life-time and the cooling time of the ions. The beam decay owing to charge
exchange with the residual gas and to recombination by the capture of cooling electrons
was intensively studied. Beam instabilities and space-charge effects in the ion beam turned
out to be additional, although less serious, limitations of the accumulation rate. The
cooling speed as a function of cooler and storage-ring properties was investigated over a
wide range of parameters. Among the 'surprises' encountered are an anomalously fast
recombination rate for certain ion charge states (Pb53+), a strong dependence of the
cooling time on the dispersion function of the storage ring, and an intensity-dependent
outgassing of equipment in the vacuum chamber. After a careful choice of parameters and
antidotes, an overall factor of 120 in intensity could be gained, by multi-turn injection and
stacking for 4 s. The intensity obtained (6 x 108 ions with a length corresponding to four
LHC bunches) is only a factor of two short of the LHC requirement, and the stacking time
(4 s instead of 2 s foreseen for filling each LHC ring in 8 min) is another factor of 2 off.
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In addition to proton-proton operation, the future Large Hadron
Collider (LHC)l at CERN will work with heavy ions. In fact lead-ion
collisions with an energy of 2.76 TeV/nucleon per beam are included in
the conceptual design study1 and other ions are also being discussed. 2
One difficulty when colliding heavy ions at ultra-high energies is due
to electromagnetic effects that cause disintegration or change of charge
of the ions during the beam-beam interaction. They lead to a beam
decay rate, which increases with the luminosity. Since a life-time of
at least 6 h is required, this limits the luminosity to 2 x 1027 cm-2 S-l.
With reasonable assumptions on beam size and lattice parameters one
then arrives at an intensity of 108 ions per bunch. 1
Although this is much lower than the lOll particles per bunch
required in proton operation, present day ion sources cannot directly
deliver the corresponding phase-space density. To gain the missing
factor of about 100, a scheme has been proposed,3 where the ions are
accumulated at low energy in a small storage ring with electron cooling.
Starting at the end of 1994, a programme of tests was performed to
investigate the techniques required for lead-ion cooling and stacking
at the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR).4 Only short exploratory
runs were possible in 1994/1996. After the completion of the antiproton
programme, at the end of 1996, LEAR was modified for more extensive
tests including multiturn injection into longitudinal and transverse
phase planes and accumulation with the help of electron cooling. The
present paper describes the results of the full series of tests and draws
conclusions for the future.
2 PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Layout
The scheme3 proposed for the LHC including the part tested so far is
sketched in Figure 1. The existing ion source and linac were made use of:
Lead ions of charge state 27+ from an Electron Cyclotron Resonance
source (ECR) are accelerated in a linac section with RF-Quadrupole
focusing (RFQ) and subsequently in a three-tank linac with Interdigital
H structure (IH linac) to 4.2 MeV/nucleon. A stripping foil after the
100~Ae
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Accumulation
of 12 x 10 8 ions in 2 s
(reached 1997: 6 x 10 8 in 4 s)
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FIGURE 1 Sketch of the lead-ion injection scheme for the LHC. Required perfor-
mance figures and, in brackets, performances of Linac 3 and· LEAR obtained in the
tests in 1997.
linac generates a distribution of charge states with a flat maximum
around Pb53+ and a conversion efficiency of about 16% for each single
charge state in the range of 52+ to 54+. The desired state (e.g. Pb54+) is
then selected by a magnetic filter line ('dog leg') and transferred to the
subsequent machine.
This arrangement (the lead ion 'Linac 3,5,6) has been used since 1994
to inject lead ions via the PS-booster and the PS into the SPS for fixed-
target experiments at energies up to 177 GeV/nucleon. Linac 3 is housed
in the location of the former Linac 1used from 1982 to 1993 to inject test
protons into LEAR.4 The branch-off from the linac-booster transfer
line was preserved to be able to inject ions from Linac 3 into LEAR for
the tests and possibly also for the LHC.
2.2 Basic Beam and Electron Cooling Parameters
Experiments were performed with lead ions of four different charge
states, Pb52+ to Pb55+. When it became clear that Pb54+ had favourable
qualities (see below) most tests were focused on this ion state. Some
comparative measurements were also done with 50 MeV protons
injected from a different linac ('Linac 2'). The basic beam and electron-
cooling parameters are compiled in Table 1.
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TABLE I Main parameters of the lead-ion beam, the proton beam used in some com-
plementary tests, and the corresponding electron-cooling beams
Kinetic energy
Velocity factor j3 = vic
Storage-ring circumference 21fR
Kinetic energy of cooling electrons




Typical electron current Ie





















2.3 The Electron-Cooling Device
The LEAR electron-cooling device was recuperated from the Initial
Cooling Experiment (ICE) performed in 1977-1979. For installation in
LEAR the interaction length was shortened from 3 to 1.5 m and several
improvements (e.g. a new 30 kV power supply and new compensation
solenoids to cancel the coupling introduced by the main solenoid) were
initiated in a collaboration with Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
(KfK) and further pursued by the LEAR-team. Later a new collector
and a variable-intensity electron gun were constructed by a collabora-
tion with CAPT-Lipetsk (Russia) and installed in LEAR.
The new gun7 employs three electrodes: the Pierce shield, the grid, and
the anode. It uses an adiabatic optics scheme in order to produce high
intensity electron beams with low angular spread. The electron current
density is controlled through the voltage on the grid electrode. One
problem encountered in the production of dense beams is due to the
storage of secondary electrons when the grid potential is positive with
respect to the anode. This induces a reduction of the nominal electron
current and also creates instabilities in the beam. At an energy of
2.3 keV, up to 1A of electron current was obtained by pulsing the grid-
to-anode potential to 0 V for about 1 f.lS. This empties the 'trap' present
at the cathode level and restores the nominal current. However, as the
trap refills with secondary electrons, pulsing of the grid potential was
repeated every 100 ms. This procedure, together with a feedback system
to cure the electron-beam instability, is described in detail in Ref. [8].
The ion cooling experiments were performed with electron currents
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smaller than 0.5 A and, at this level, the instability could be efficiently
controlled.
In 1994, a new two-year collaboration with the Russian team (which
had moved to JINR Dubna) was set up to study the influence of neu-
tralization of the electron beam. To this end, several electrodes were
installed in the LEAR cooler to measure and control the state of neu-
tralization. Also the vacuum chamber was modified to avoid the
unwanted 'natural neutralization' of the electron beam. During the
early stage of the lead-ion tests the influence of neutralization was
explored,9 but for the stacking tests during 1997 the neutralization level
was chosen to be zero (see Section 3 below).
2.4 LEAR Lattices and Machine Modifications
The basic LEAR lattice4 has four-fold symmetry with the same optical
properties in all four long straight sections (Figure 2). Focusing is
achieved by 16 quadrupoles (eight doublets) grouped into two families:
All F-Ienses (adjacent to the long straights) are powered in series by one
supply and all D-Ienses are powered by a second supply. Later four
trimming supplies were added, providing the possibility of different
currents in two F- and two D-subgroups. Originally used to create a
LEAR layout in 1996 LEAR layout in 1997
FIGURE 2 Configuration of LEAR in 1996 and modifications for the ion accumula-
tion tests in 1997.
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low-beta/zero-dispersion region in SS2 for internal· target operation
with antiprotons, the flexibility with a total of six families was used in
the ion tests to explore the influence of the optics on electron cooling
and on multiturn injection.
A detailed studylO has shown that it is difficult to provide the widely
different optical functions desired for injection and cooling in two
straight sections on opposite sides of LEAR (like SSl and SS3, where
injection and electron cooling respectively were located for antiproton
operation). Reasonable solutions rather tend to require two-fold sym-
metry or at least a 'pseudo-symmetry' with one set of properties in SSl/
SS3 and a different set in SS2/SS4.
To 'decouple' cooling from injection, the electron cooling device was
transferred, in 1997, from SS3 to SS2 (Figure 2). At the same time,
advantage was taken of the increased space available after the removal
of antiproton equipment. The interaction length of the cooler was
increased from 1.5 to 3m, in order to test the concurrent change of
cooling speed and other properties like space-charge and ion-electron
recombination behaviour. Further, to facilitate multiturn injection, the
thin electrostatic septum, used up to the end of 1996 for the ultra-slow
extraction of antiprotons, was moved to the centre of SSl and four
bumper magnets were installed to create the local orbit bump for injec-
tion (see Subsection 2.5.4 below). This conversion to a Low Energy Ion
Ring (LEIR) opened the road to almost 'full scale' tests of the combi-
nation of multiturn injection and accumulation with the aid of cooling.
Prior to the reconfiguration, only single-turn injection had been possible
and it was necessary to accept optical functions at the injection septum,
in SSl, which were closely associated with those to be tested at the
cooler, in SS3. All together some 10 different optical settings were
explored: machines 1 to 7 in 1994-1996; machine 1, and machines 97-0,
97-1 and 97-2 in 1997 (see Table II).
2.5 Multi-injection
2.5.1 Principle
Both the transverse and the momentum acceptances of LEAR/LEIR
are much larger than the corresponding properties of the beam from the
linac (Table III). It is therefore advantageous to exploit the transverse
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TABLE II Lattice functions for the optical settings of LEAR used in the experiments
Machines used up to 1996 Machines used in 1997
(Machine no.) (Machine no.)
4 6 7 97-0 97-1 97-2
Twiss parameters at
injection septum 13H[m] 1.9 9.5 0.65 4.8 3.7 3.0 2.2
13v[m] 6.4 10.5 5.5 5.0 6.5 6.6 6.3
D[m] 3.6 0 0 5.0 10 9.9 9.5
Twiss parameters at
electron cooler 13H[m] 1.9 9.5 0.65 4.8 5.0 5.0 5.0
13v[m] 6.4 10.5 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
D[m] 3.6 0 0 5.0 0 -1.0 -2.0
Twiss paranleters
maximal values 13H[m] 11.2 13.6 28.7 16.0 20.5 21.6 25
13v[m] 22.7 21.8 26.9 25.2 20.2 20.9 21.5
D[m] 3.6 9.9 10.2 5.1 10 10.1 10
Working point QH 2.31 1.62 2.76 2.55 1.59 1.59 1.59
Qv 2.62 2.42 2.72 2.70 2.57 2.57 2.57
Transition ';r -39 8.1 8.1 -28 8.1 18 -33
TABLE III Acceptances of LEAR, emittances of the lead-ion linac and
matched lattice functions of the transfer line at the injection septum











HoI. emittance [(20")2/13] EH [Jrmmmrad] 10
Vert. emittance [(20")2/13] EV [Jrmmmrad] 10
Momentum spread 20"p/p [10- 3] 0.5
Optimum transfer line functions at septum (Machine 97-0)
Horizontal13-function 13H,L [m] ~ 2
Vertical13-function 13v,L [m] 6.5
Dispersion D L [m] 0
and the longitudinal space simultaneously for multiturn injection. 11 In
the test, the combination of horizontal and longitudinal injection was
explored. In the final project, additional advantage of the vertical space
may be taken, by use of a special (inclined or corner) septumI2 or by
horizontal/vertical coupling as pioneered at the PS-Booster.I 3
The combined horizontal/longitudinal injection involves ramping the
linacenergy synchronized with a deformation of the circulating beam
orbit, similar to the bump used in normal horizontal multiturn injection.
A relatively large value of the dispersion function of the ring at the
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septum, together with a moderate value of the beta function, is required
(Ds~ 10m and J3H,s~3m for the Linac 3 and LEAR parameters
summarized in Table III). The corresponding optimum Twiss para-
meters of the transfer line at the septum are DL == 0 and J3H,L ~ 2 m.
Simulation14 shows that in these conditions 25 effective turns can be
injected with an efficiency of 60 % • In these calculations the horizontal
emittance resulting from injection was limited to 507rmmmrad (instead
of the full acceptance of 1507r mm mrad) to facilitate fast electron
cooling.
Schematically the injection proceeds as follows (see Figure 3): The
stack is 'parked' with an average momentum deviation t:,.p/p ~ -3 X 10-3,
and thus, at D == 10 m, with a displacement of Dt:,.p/p ~ -30 mm from
the central orbit. Most of the time the central orbit coincides with the
centre of the chamber (x == 0), but prior to a new injection an orbit bump
of +50 mm at the septum brings the centre of the stack in the injection
region to a position of +20mm. Now let the incoming beam have a
momentum deviation t:,.P/PL ~ -1.5 X 10-3 . Then its closed orbit centre
is at +35 mm (Dt:,.P/PL + Xbump)' Much like in normal horizontal mul-





-4 -3 -2 -1
dN(dp)
FIGURE 3 Representation of the combined longitudinal and horizontal multiturn injec-
tion in particle density vs. ~p/p-space. The stack is 'parked' with an average momentum
deviation of -3 x 10-3 with respect to the centre of the chamber (~p/p = 0). Schemati-
cally, four turns with an average ~p/p = -1.5 x 10-3 are injected into horizontal beta-
tron space (usual multiturn injection). Then the average ~p/p of the linac beam is
'switched' to 0.5 x 10-3, the four-turn injection repeats and so on until the aperture
limit at ~p/p = 1.4 x 10-3 is reached. In reality the momentum change is continuous
rather than in steps.
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phase-space area of about 501rmmmrad. Then the orbit bump is
'stepped down' from 50 to 40 mm so that the first turn, which would
otherwise start to scrape the septum, avoids it. At the same time the linac
momentum is stepped up by 1 X 10-3 to -0.5 X 10-3, so that the closed
orbit for the newly injected beam remains at 35 mm, four new turns are
injected and this process is repeated until the last four turns are accepted
with ~P/PL ';::j +3.5 X 10-3 and Xbump == O. In reality the bump and the
linac momentum change (approximately) linearly (see Figure 4) rather
than in a staircase fashion with time, but the above schematization helps
to understand the injection as a superposition of stacking in betatron
and momentum phase space.
Electron cooling is used to merge the newly injected particles with the
stack. The relatively small transverse emittance facilitates rapid cooling
of the injected beam. In fact the above emittance and momentum
parameters (EH';::j 501rmm mrad, ~p/p ';::j 7 x 10-3 ramp plus stack) rep-














FIGURE 4 Orbit shift [Xbump(t)] due to the bump, and [D~P/PL(t)] due to the ramp
of the linac momentum. Particles circulating (stack and injected turns) follow the dis-
placement by the bump. For the incoming beam, Xbump(t) and D~P/PL(t) are arranged
to cancel. Then the closed orbit for the arriving beam remains fixed and the incoming
particles oscillate around this position. The amount of betatron space which is filled
depends on the position of this orbit with respect to the incoming beam at the exit of the
septum. Owing to the momentum ramping, the momentum acceptance is filled in addi-
tion to the betatron space.
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2.5.2 Setting of the Transfer Line
The line must have a sufficient momentum acceptance to accommodate
the energy ramp (~P/PL~ 6 x 10-3) plus the instantaneous momentum
spread of the linac beam (4ap /p ~ 1 x 10-3). At the septum, the line must
have zero dispersion, with a tolerance of D ::; ±0.15 m to ensure a dis-
placement of less than±1 mm during the ramp. A new optical setting of
the transfer line was found, 15 which meets these requirements and at the
same time provides the lattice functions at the injection septum, speci-
fied in Table III.
2.5.3 Ramping of the Linac Energy
To change the output energy of the linac both the field (RF amplitude)
of the last tank (tank3) and, linked to it, the RF phase of the debuncher
cavity were changed dynamically during the beam pulse. This was
achieved by adding two computer-controlled digital function gener-
ators which allowed flexible programming of the desired ramp.s.
In the final LHC injection scheme for lead ions, the linac beam pulse
will have a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The source already pulses at this rate
but other components need upgrading for such a fast cycle. In order to
test a higher repetition rate than the 0.8 Hz used for standard operation,
the RF and three quadrupoles in the linac-LEIR transfer line were run
at 2.5 Hz. This was possible after minor modifications to the quadrupole
power supplies. Higher repetition rates would require new quadrupole
power supplies.
2.5.4 The Orbit-bump System
The orbit excursion is created by four fast bumper magnets. 16 They are
of lumped inductance type with a ferrite core and can be viewed as
double C-shape magnets with a four-turn back-leg winding on either
side (as described in Ref. [16]). The bumpers are arranged symmetrically
with respect to the centre of SSl (septum position) and located in the
short s~raight sections on either side of the bending magnets BHNl and
BHN4 (see Figure 2). This arrangement facilitates the generation of a
local orbit bump with its maximum at the septum and (ideally) zero
orbit excursion outside the bumper region. For the symmetric bump the
two inner and the two outer bumpers have the same excitation currents
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TABLE IV Setting of the bumpers to create a symmetric bump with the maximum at
the septum












Ii and 10 respectively, except for a small delay given by the travel time of
the particles which can usually be neglected. The ratio Iii10 for different
optical settings, together with other parameters,14 is given in Table IV.
The bumper magnets are installed on ceramic vacuum chamber sec-
tions, 250 mm long and with a half aperture h x v == 70 mm x 35 mm for
the beam. A thin metal layer (10 ohms per square) on the inside keeps
the beam coupling impedance small. Each bumper has its individual
power supply and each can provide a maximum integrated field of
110 G m (deflection of 10 mrad for Pb54+ at 4.2 MeV/nucleon), which is
reached for an excitation current of 1060 A. The generators make use of
lumped-element pulse-forming networks which are charged from a DC
supply and discharged via appropriately timed main, dump and clipping
thyratron switches. They provide a waveform with an approximately
sinusoidal rise (one quarter of a sine wave) in about 8-40 JlS. The fall
time, used for injection, can be chosen as 15,25,70 or 200 JlS, according
to the need of the experiment.
2.6 Specific Instrumentation
Schottky signals were used to measure a large variety of beam proper-
ties. A longitudinal Schottky band, usually the one near the 100th har-
monic (f== nfrev ~ 36 MHz), was used to observe the evolution of the
momentum distribution and of the beam intensity. In this way both
the momentum cooling and the life-time of the beam could be followed.
The intensity assessment from the area of the Schottky band was espe-
cially important in the case of monoturn injection, where the number of
lead ions was too low to be reliably measured by the beam-current
transformer. Transverse Schottky bands [en ± Q) frev usually around
20 MHz] were used to observe the evolution of the emittances. To
complement these measurements and to obtain absolute emittance
values, beam ionization profile monitors were used. They measure the
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beam profile by detecting the ions created in the collisional ionization
of the residual gas by circulating beam particles. 17 These ions are
extracted, guided by electric and magnetic fields, and detected by posi-
tion-sensitive channel plates.
Examples of an intensity measurement by analysis of the Schottky
noise and of the beam width by the horizontal profile detector are given
in Figures 5 and 6.
The diagnostics was interfaced to a PC-based data acquisition sys-
tem18 and all the relevant beam properties could be obtained and treated
online and/or offline. Four residual gas analysers could also be accessed
via the PC system for recording the vacuum quality.
In addition to the PC-based system the usual LEAR diagnostics19
was used. Secondary emission grids and/or scintillator screens and fast
transformers could be adapted to set up and monitor the beam in the
transfer line. The electrostatic pickup system to observe the orbit























FIGURE 5 Example of a beam intensity vs. time measurement using the beam
Schottky noise. The noise at the 100th harmonic (1= 36 MHz) of the revolution fre-
quency is displayed, by means of a spectrum analyser used in receiver mode. The time
evolution of the signal induced on a current pickup electrode is analysed. The total
noise power in the band is recorded, by an appropriate choice of the resolution band-
width of the analyser. The electronic noise of the acquisition adds in quadrature to the
Schottky noise and has to be subtracted to obtain the Schottky power which is propor-
tional to the ion beam current. The beam lifetime T is obtained from an exponential fit
1= 10 exp(-tiT) to the 1(t) curve.
Mean: 0.5mm
RMS : 1O.72mm
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FIGURE 6 Example of the evolution of the horizontal profile of a Pb54+ beam mea-
sured with the beam ionization profile monitor. The pictures were taken with machine 1,
during electron cooling with Ie = 47 mA and a cooling length ec = 1.5 m.
monitor the intensity worked reliably once a figure ofabout 107 ions was
reached (i.e. after injection of a few turns).
3 COOLING AND LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF
PARTIALLY STRIPPED LEAD IONS
3.1 Definition of Cooling Time
The cooling rate can be estimated from the simplified relation: 3,2o
1 -13 -1 2 -1 (1 q2 1) .1
- ~ 2.5 X 10 [Amp. m s ] x -~ rQ4 5 X f c}e3.
T RA~1 0 (1)
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Here 'fixed' parameters are the storage-ring mean radius (R == 12.5 m),
the charge state and mass number (q == 54, A == 208), and the relati-
vistic parameters ({3 ~ 0.094, r ~ 1) of the ions. The 'variable' quantities
are the current density ie, defined as the electron current divided by
the e-beam cross-section [in A/m2] , the length Rc [m] of the cooling
section and the r.m.s. angular spread () [rad] between the ions and the
electrons. For typical values (e.g. Rc == 3m, Ie == 0.1 A, Q e== 0.025 m,
() == 0.004-0.005 rad), Eq. (1) yields time constants (7) in the order of
0.1-0.2 s. The dependence of the cooling time on the 'variable' param-
eters was intensively investigated. In addition, the variation with
the dispersion function, which does not explicitly appear in Eq. (1),
was explored.
For comparative measurements, a clear definition of the cooling
time is important. Throughout the experiments, the 'cooling-down
time 7h' needed to reduce the horizontal emittance from 401r to
41rmmmrad was determined and used for comparison. Even then the
horizontal cooling can still be influenced by the momentum spread
and by the vertical emittance of the ion beam. Care was therefore
taken to have similar starting values for ~p/p and tv during each
series of measurements. However the longitudinal cooling is usually
much faster and the vertical emittance was small (frequently
tv < 101r mm mrad) from the start so that most efforts were con-
centrated on the horizontal cooling. In all measurements, (2a)2/{3 was
used as emittance definition, where (J" is the square root of the variance
of the measured profile and {3 the value of the focusing function at the
profile detector.
3.2 Cooling Time as a Function of Cooler Parameters
Figure 7 shows a compilation of cooling-rate measurements as a func-
tion of the electron current. In all measurements, great care was taken
to align the electron and ion beams and to adjust the electron accelerat-
ing potential in order to ensure best possible conditions for fast cooling.
One notices the linear increase, predicted by Eq. (1), of the cooling rate
with electron current (Ie) up to about 100 rnA, but for larger currents
one can infer a tendency of 'saturation'. On the same graph one can see
the effect of doubling the cooling length for the example of 'machine 1'.




























FIGURE 7 Cooling rate of Pb54+ ions as a function of the electron-beam current for
different lattice parameters and different lengths [1]e = (Re/21rR) = 0.02, i.e. Re = 1.5 m and
1]e = 0.04, i.e. Re = 3m]. The values of the lattice parameters at the electron cooling device
are given in Table II. The cooling rate is defined as the inverse of time needed to cool
from a horizontal emittance (2o-H)2/ f3H of 401r down to 41r mm mrad. The initial vertical
emittance and momentum spread were about 71rmmmrad and 0.5 x 10-3 (2o-p /p)
respectively.
Again for electron currents below 100 rnA, the expected increase in
cooling rate by a factor of two does show up. However for higher cur-
rents the gain is less pronounced. This may be explained by the effect of
the electron space-charge, which is not included in Eq. (1). It introduces
a variation of the accelerating potential U with radial position (r). This
dependence leads to a parabolic velocity profile of the electron beam:
v == Va +~vCr) with ~vCr) ex r2 . In fact for a uniform electron beam with a
fractional neutralization rJn, radius ae, and a vacuum pipe of radius b,
the space-charge contribution to the potential (for r ~ ae) and the con-
current velocity change are21
Usc ~ 30 Volt x Ie [Amp.] x (1 ~1Jn) [r2/a~ - 21n(aelb) - 1],
~v(r) _ 1 Usc ~ 1 Usc
-v- - f!(f! + 1) U ~ 2V' (2)
At 4.2MeVjnucleon without neutralization, rJn==O, and Ie==O.lA
electron current, the velocity spread over the beam, [~v(ae) - ~v(O)]jv,
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already amounts to 7 x 10-3. This indicates that without special mea-
sures the cooling force near the border of the electron beam is con-
siderably reduced. Then the cooling rate for the relatively large ion
beam no longer increases linearly with the electron intensity. In addition
tolerances for the alignment of the ion and electron beam become
important, especially for the longer cooling section. Thus the observed
'levelling off' in the cooling both with electron intensity and cooling
length can, at least qualitatively, be explained by the space-charge
effect.
3.3 Cooling Time as a Function of Storage-ring Lattice
Special importance was attached to the dependence of the cooling time
on the optical parameters of the storage ring. For given emittance and
momentum spread, the lattice parameters f3 and D determine the size
and the angular distribution of the ion beam. The cooling rate, Eq. (1),
depends strongly on the angular spread () between ions and electrons.
When the average velocities are well matched then () is simply given
by the ion and electron spreads 0 = JOf + O~, and as the ion angle has
the contribution ()iH == !JEH/ f3H one would expect that a large f3-
function at the cooler facilitates fast cooling (at least in the range where
the ion angle ()i is larger than the electron spread, which was
()e == JTe/(mc2f32,2) ~ 4 mrad for the estimated electron temperature
ofTe ==O.leV).
On the other hand, a large f3-function implies a large ion beam
(afH == EHf3H), and one expects a degradation of the cooling force once
the ion beam _becomes comparable in size to the electron beam. This
degradation is due to the space-charge effect, Eq. (2), which tends to
complicate the ion-electron velocity matching over a large beam size,
and eventually also due to imperfect overlap when the ion beam is larger
than the electron beam.
As a consequence one anticipates optimum conditions for inter-
mediate values of the f3-function (around 10 m in the experiments),
which lead to an initial ion-beam size slightly smaller than the electron
beam.
In the experiments, the dependence on the lattice functions was
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FIGURE 8 Plot of the proton-beam cooling time vs. horizontal beta function at the
cooler. The electron current was 1.2 A and the cooling length 1.5 m. The measured time
is the time needed to cool about 2 x 109 protons at 50 MeV from a horizontal emit-
tance (2aH)2 jf3H of 401r down to 41r mm mrad. The initial vertical emittance and momen-
tum spread (2ap jp) were about 101rmmmrad and 2 x 10-3 respectively. The curve
corresponds to a fit T ~ 0.2f3H + 13/f3}/2.
the lead ions. Figure 8 shows the result of cooling-time measurements,
made in 1996, for four different optical settings. In this series the elec-
tron current was 1.2A. By virtue ofEq. (2), this leads to the same rela-
tive space-charge effect [Usc(r)]jU at the higher energy as a current of
30 rnA at 4.2 MeVjnucleon ions. One observes in Figure 8 the best
cooling for IJ-values in the range of2 to 5 m (machines 1 and 7), which is
lower than expected. It should however be mentioned that, in addition
to the difference in horizontal IJ-function, machines 1 and 7 have dis-
persion functions D ofabout 3.5 and 5 m respectively, whereas machines
4 and 6 have zero dispersion at the cooler. It is clear then that the
influence of D is superimposed on t~e IJH-dependence and may even be
the dominant effect. In the 1996 'antiproton configuration' of LEAR,
we did not succeed in testing a setting with intermediate IJH-values and
zero dispersion at the cooler.
Guided by the observations with protons, three optical settings
(machines 1, 7 and 4) were tested with lead ions. In these measure-
ment series the electron current was 350 rnA. Therefore the relative
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spread of the accelerating voltage due to space-charge ~U/U==
[Usc(ae) - Usc(O)]/U ~ 5% (see Eq. (2)), is more important than in the
proton case (~U/U~ 0.7%). Nevertheless the results (Figure 9) are
similar and indicate that machine 7 is close to optimum and gives
cooling-down times of less than 100 ms. However the relatively large
dispersion at the cooler (D == 5 m) with this optical setting makes the
multi-injection and stacking with a large momentum width difficult.
The influence dispersion can, at least qualitatively, be explained by
reference to Figure 10, which displays the longitudinal velocity vs.
horizontal position profiles for both the electrons [Eq. (2)] and the
ions. For the latter, the 'working line' is given by the dispersion
function D as
~v(x) 1 ~p 1
--==--==--x
v ,2 P D,2· (3)
The shaded area around the dispersion line has its width given by
the betatron oscillation and its height (~v/v)max ~ ~P/(P)max by the
















FIGURE 9 Cooling-down time for Pb54+ ions at 4.2 MeV/nucleon vs. horizontal beta
function. The electron current was 350 rnA and the cooling length 1.5 m. Initial ion-
beam properties and definition of cooling time as for Figure 7. The curve is drawn to
guide the eye. It corresponds roughly to a fit T ~ 3.2f3H + 230/f3i/2.
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FIGURE 10 Velocity vs. horizontal position profile of the electron and ion beams.
Owing to space-charge, the electron profile is a parabola, whereas the velocity of the ions
varies linearly, with slope I/D~"'?, Eq. (3). For zero dispersion (a), the 'dispersion line' is
vertical. For finite D, (b) and (c), it is inclined. Owing to their betatron oscillation, ions
occupy the area (indicated by shading) around the dispersion line. The steepness of the
parabola depends on the electron density and on the state of neutralization of the electron
beam. With space-charge compensation, the parabola flattens and theoretically becomes
a horizontal line for full neutralization. During cooling, the ion beam converges to the
(first) intersection point of the dispersion line with the parabola. In (a) and (b), the elel;-
tron energy is adjusted to match the average ion velocity. In (c), it matches the minimum
ion velocity, which corresponds to the stack in the injection scheme described.
the distance ~v between the ion orbit in v, x-space and the parabola
decreases. In fact in the simple binary collision model, the friction force
on an ion at position x is proportional to {Vi (x)-ve(x)} /IVi (x)-ve(x) 13 .
For zero dispersion the difference IVi(x) - Ve(X) 1 is on average relatively
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large. For finite dispersion the difference can be much smaller, but for
large x, beyond the second intersection of the dispersion line with the
parabola, {Vi(x) - ve(x)} becomes negative and ions in that range
experience heating instead. Thus one expects fastest cooling for a value
of the dispersion such that the ion working line 'matches the inside' of
the electron parabola. In this matching, some margin has to be left for
the betatron motion.
It is clear from this qualitative picture, that the optimum D-value
depends on the electron current as well as on the ion momentum bite
and, to some extent, also on the betatron width to be handled. Neg-
lecting the betatron oscillation and accommodating the ion momentum
spread in the way sketched in Figure 10(c), between the first and second
intersection point of the dispersion line with the parabola [Eq. (2)], the
optimum dispersion is obtained as
D';:::j 1 f! + 1 (JUa~
30n f! Ie(~P/P)max' (4)
One can see from Figure 1O(c) that in this case, and in particular for the
'stacking scheme' sketched, the beam is cooled to the lower end of the
momentum bite rather than to the central momentum.
For the parameters used for stacking [with (~P/P)max == 10-2
'stack + ramp + instantaneous spread'] Eq. (4) yields D== 1.6m; but to
leave room for betatron oscillations, a smaller value (D == 0.5 to 1m)
should be chosen. For the results summarized in Figure 9 the initial
momentum spread was smaller, (~P/P)max ';:::j 6(o-p/p) == 1.5 x 10-J, and
Eq. (3.4) suggests a somewhat larger dispersion(D ';:::j 4m). Finally, for
the measurements with protons shown in Figure 8, Eq. (4) predicts an
optimum D ';:::j 6 m.
To investigate the influence of dispersion on the cooling time, a series
of measurements was performed with protons using four different
optical settings: the standard (machine 1) optics and the optics used for
stacking (machine 97), for which the values D == 0, -1 and -2m at the
cooler could be adjusted with almost no change of the (J-functions.
Cooling-down times after single-turn injection were measured as a func-
tion of the offset in horizontal position between proton and electron
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FIGURE 11 Cooling-down time for 50 MeV protons as a function of the horizontal
offset between proton and electron beam for machine 1 and machines 97-0, 97-1 and
97-2. The electron current in this measurement series was 1.1 A and the cooling length
was 3 m. Initial and final beam conditions are as for Figure 8.
beam. The electron current was Ie == 1.1 A and the 50 MeV proton beam
had the following initial emittances (2 Lm.s.): EH == 401rmmmrad,
Ev~ 107fmmmrad,2ap/p~2x 10-3• The results, shown in Figure 11,
indicate quite clearly that the dispersion plays an important role. The
fastest cooling times are obtained with settings that have finite disper-
sion in the cooling section. Because of the electron space-charge,
cooling in the presence of dispersion no longer depends in a symmetric
way on the ion-electron offset. For positive dispersion cooling is fastest
for a positive offset and vice versa for negative D, as expected from
examination of Figures 10(b) and (c). The curve for the case of zero
dispersion is (within the precision of the measurement) symmetric about
~x == o. One notes a factor of 2 slower cooling than for D == 3.5 m, but
the range which can be exploited for cooling is larger (~x~ -15 to
+15mm for D==O, compared to ~x~-20 to -5mm for D==-lm,
Figure 11).
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The difference between the curves measured for D == -1 and -2m is
not fully understood. However the extrapolation of the results to ions at
4 MeV/nucleon seems to confirm the conclusion that a lattice with a
finite dispersion (IDI ~ 1m) and a relatively small (3-function ((3H ~ 5m)
at the cooler is well suited for the stacking scheme envisaged.
3.4 Test with a Neutralized Electron Beam
In addition to the modification of the accelerating potential dis-
cussed above [see Eq. (2)], the transverse component of the electron
space-charge field, together with the external B-field of the cooler
introduces an (E x B)-drift of the electrons9,22 with a drift velocity
Vd == [8Usc/8r]/BT2 , where Usc is the space-charge potential given by
Eq. (2). This drift velocity adds to the electron velocity spread and may
further reduce the cooling speed. The neutralization experiments were
aimed at eliminating this effect, together with the variation of the
accelerating potential, by a uniform neutralization of the electron beam
with a neutralization factor 7]n ~ 1 [see Eq. (2)]. After it had become
possible to work with stable neutralization levels that could be chosen
between 0 and 1 for currents up to Ie == 200 rnA at 2.3 keV electron
energy, a series of tests was performed. The cooling time was measured
at various different 7]n levels both for an optical setting with (machine 1)
and without (machine 4) dispersion at the cooler. Results can be sum-
marized by stating that no appreciable gain in cooling speed was
obtained with neutralization.
One reason for this was the difficulty to obtain a uniform neu-
tralization. Instead 7]n varied with radial position with a sharp decrease
near the border of the electron beam. This was clearly visible (Figure 12)
when the cooled ion beam was used as a 'pencil probe' to test the
enhancement [Eq. (2)] of the accelerating potential by space-charge.
In these measurements,23 the horizontal position of the ion beam in the
cooling section was varied by a local orbit displacement (x). For each x
the cathode potential was readjusted by an amount ~U(x) such that
the velocity (energy) of the ions remained the same as that previously
measured in the centre (x == 0) of the electron beam. The cooled ions
match the local electron velocity and thus ~U(x) is a direct measure of
the electron space-charge potential ~U(x) == Usc(x) - Usc(O).















FIGURE 12 Change of the effective accelerating voltage U with horizontal position
in the electron beam. The 1A beam with 25 mm radius is accelerated by an external
potential of about 27.4 kV. Space-charge induces a shift !:::.U(x) with respect to the
beam centre. The potential is probed with a cooled proton beam displaced by a local
orbit bump. Without neutralization, !:::.U(x) is a parabola. With neutralization, !:::.U(x)
is flattened in the centre. The central value is adjusted to !:::. U(O) = 0 in both cases by
retuning of the external potential.
The ion velocity was deduced from the revolution frequency observed
via the Schottky noise according to the relation
(5)
The fractional increase ~R/(21rR) of the orbit length due to the local
excursion is typically smaller than 10-5 so that by adjusting to ~f= 0
one obtains a good approximation of ~v== o. Figure 12 shows an
example of the space-charge potential ~U(x) without and with neu-
tralization measured in this way. The agreement with Eq. (2) is good,
except at the edge of the electron beam where the potential rises steeply
with a sizeable change over the width (~ 3 mm) of the cooled ion beam.
With neutralization, the profile U(x) is flat in the centre, but rises
towards the border of the electron beam, indicating that the neu-
tralization is not uniform but varies with the radial position.
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Another effect observed with neutralization was a marked reduction
of the life-time for the lead-ion beam. This can be explained by charge
exchange between the circulating beam and the neutralizing ions. In fact
the density of the neutralizing ions is equivalent to a residual gas pres-
sure Peq, all around the ring, given by the circumference factor TJe == /!,el
21rR of the cooler, the neutralization factor TJn, and the density ne ==
lei1ra~(3ce of the electron beam:
Peq == 3 X 10-17 torr TJcTJnne [cm-3].
For TJe == 0.02, TJn == 1, Ie == 200 rnA (i.e. ne == 2.3 x 107 cm-3) this yields
Peq == 1.3 X 10-11 torr, which is higher than the normal LEAR vacuum
pressure (about 5 x 10-12 torr under static conditions, see Sections 3.5
and 3.7 below). This explains the fast beam decay, especially since it was
found that the neutralizing ions have a relatively high mass.24
Because of this harmful effect and also because no clear improvement
of the cooling time was found, the stacking tests were done without
neutralization. However it was vital to stabilize the neutralization at a
given level: zero in the present case. Any jump in TJn did not only cause
disturbing changes in the beam energy but also strong additional losses.
To avoid unwanted 'natural' neutralization, the vacuum chamber was
modified to present a uniform shield to the electron beam over the entire
length. In this way, beam-induced potentials that can trap ions were
avoided. In addition the 'shaker' electrodes24,25 were used. They expel
neutralizing ions by a transversely deflecting RF field with a frequency
of some 100 kHz in the range of ion bounce frequencies in the electron
beam.
3.5 Beam Decay due to Charge Exchange with the Residual Gas






has contributions due to charge exchange with the residual gas (l/Tvae)
and due to the presence of the electron beam (l/Tree). The latter increases
with the electron current, whereas the former is independent of Ie and
0.4


















FIGURE 13 Dependence of the ion-beam decay rate on the electron cooling current
for Pb charge states 52+ to 55+. The decay rate for Ie = 0 is determined by charge
exchange with the residual gas. This process has practically the same cross-sections for
the charge states investigated. The variation rather reflects different vacuum conditions
in the different runs. From the slope of the l/T vs. Ie lines, rate coefficients can be deter-
mined. They describe the recombination rate with cooling electrons and perhaps other
loss mechanisms proportional to the electron density.
depends on the residual-gas composition and pressure. Figure 13 shows
a plot of l/T versus Ie for lead ions ofcharge states 52+ to 55+. From the
intercept with the vertical axis (Ie == 0) the life-time due to the residual
gas can be obtained. Depending on the vacuum conditions, lifetimes T vac
in the range of6-20 swere measured during the various runs. The vacuum
pressure could be estimated from the reading of 15 pressure gauges
distributed around the ring and the gas composition from four residual-
gas analysers located in the four long straight sections. The measured
values ofT vac were in all cases in good agreement with the semi-empirical
formula of Franzke [25], which estimates T vac for given vacuum con-
ditions. For instance for a residual gas atmosphere consisting of about
82% H 2 and 18% heavier molecules like CO and N 2 with a composite
pressure of 2.1 x 10- 11 torr, the calculated life-time is 15 s whereas 13 s
were measured. No dependence ofT vac on the charge state was observed,
in agreement with the theory which predicts similar cross-sections for
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the charge states tested. The measurements for different charge states
were performed on different occasions, and the difference in T vac
inferred from Figure 13 reflects the different vacuum conditions but not
(very) different cross-sections.
3.6 Beam Decay due to Recombination with Cooling Electrons
The component l/Trec of the decay rate, which increases with the elec-
tron current, can be deduced from the slope of the curves in Figure 13.
A very strong dependence on the charge state can be observed. In fact
the decay for Pb53+ increases almost a factor of 10 faster with the
electron current tha~ for the neighbouring states. More results are
summarized in Table V where rate coefficients a rec are compiled. These
coefficients give the slope of the decay rate l/Trec as a function of neff,
where the effective electron density is given by the true density of the
electron beam, reduced by the fraction T/c of the circumference covered
by the cooling section: neff== neT/c. For the LEAR cooler (Table I) at
2.3 keY electron energy one obtains
{
0.02 before 1997
neff;::::j 1.1 X 106 (cm-3 Amp-I) X Ie X TJe, TJe;::::j 0.04 during 1997.
The following observations can be made from Table V. The rate
coefficient for Pb53+ is unusually high. Values close to 60 x 10-8 cm-3 S-l
were measured in all runs, independent of the optical settings of LEAR.
For Pb52+ and Pb55+ coefficients of the order of 10 x 10-8 cm-3 S-l
were found. There are not enough measurements to discern a depen-
dence on the lattice functions. Finally for Pb54+, coefficients in the range
TABLE V Loss-rate coefficients measured for lead ions of different
charge states and different machine settings
Run Loss rate coejjicient/(l0-8 cm-3 S-I) Machine no.
Pb52+ Pb53+ Pb54+ Pb55+
Dec. 94 64 4
June 95 11 60 9 1
Dec. 95 63 5 12 4




1997 60 7 97-0
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5-9 x 10-8 cm-3 s- 1 were measured, apparently depending on the lat-
tice functions at the cooler. For the interaction length of 3 m (instead of
1.5 m used before 1997) the same normalized rate coefficients Q:rec were
measured, i.e. l/Trec increases by two as expected.
The measured rate coefficients are not easily explainable by existing
theory. Electron temperatures of 0.1-0.2 eV for radiative capture at the
LEAR cooler were estimated from the HO rate, measured when protons
were cooled. Then for Pbs2+ to Pbss+, one expects radiative capture
coefficients of the order of 2-3 x 10-8 cm-3 s- 1, which depend only
weakly on the charge state. Rates up to 10 times faster than expected for
radiative recombination had been reported for special, partially strip-
ped ions in the literature prior to the LEAR measurements and attempts
to explain them by dielectronic capture have been made (see [26] and
references given therein). The same explanation could apply to Pbs2+,
Pbs4+ and Pbss+. However the rate for Pbs3+ points to an unusually
strong capture resonance or other mechanisms. Recently a similar
'anomaly' was found at the TSR-Heidelbergfor gold ions.27 An unusually
high rate coefficient (of the order of 100 x 10-8 cm-3 S-l) was measured
for Auso+, which is isoelectronic with Pbs3+. Most measurement at
LEAR were performed with a longitudinal magnetic field B == 600 G in
the cooler. For Pbs3+ and Pbs4+, tests were also done with other B-
values, but no significant dependence of Q:rec on the field was observed
for the values (B == 200-800 G) accessible.
Several additional tests were performed to cross-check the conjecture
that the loss in the presence of the cooling beam is indeed due to
recombination of ions with cooling electrons. The energy of the electron
beam was offset by a large amount. In this case, the life-time increased
and reached a value which was independent of the charge state and only
slightly shorter than in the absence of the electron beam. The difference
can be explained by the pressure bump resulting from small losses from
the electron beam. A second series of cross-checks used a movable
scintillation screen. It was installed in the first bending magnet down-
stream of the cooling section to intercept the Pb(Q-l)+ beam created
because of electron capture by circulating Pb(Q)+ ions. The measure-
ment revealed a strong counting rate when the scintillator covered the
expected position of the recombined ions (in our case 25 mm radially
outwards from the circulating beam). The signal was especially strong
for a circulating Pbs3+ beam. A large reduction occurred when the
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screen was withdrawn by more than 25 mm from the main beam or
when the electron beam was switched off. This indicates that capture
of cooling electrons was indeed responsible for the loss, or at least for
the major part of it.
The recombination of Pb53 is uncomfortably strong and therefore
Pb54 with 6-10 times longer Tree was chosen, for stacking tests as well as
for the final scheme.
3.7 Beam-induced Pressure Rise
At the higher intensities reached with stacking, a new beam-lifetime
problem was encountered. Injecting and accumulating the beam over a
longer period, the beam decay rate increased by a large factor. Appar-
ently the loss rate had different contributions: one which was propor-
tional to the 'instantaneous' intensity of the ion beam and another that
increased with 'integrated' intensity injected over the last few hours,
with a recovery time after the stop of injection, which was also of the
order of hours. Both effects were attributed to outgassing of equip-
ment due to the impact of lost ions. In fact the static LEAR vacuum
pressure was of the order of 5 x 10-12 torr, but local pressure bumps up
to 10-9 torr occurred with 'continuous' multiturn injection of about
108 ions every second. Especially critical was a vertical beam profile
monitor, which for reasons of detection efficiency was very close to the
beam and which used VESPEL® as insulating material. When this
detector was removed and care was taken to avoid losses in other critical
places, the life-time with continuous injection finally reached a value of
several seconds, long enough to perform stacking tests. However a
pressure increase by a factor of five (Figure 14) remained. 1
This effect will have to be reduced in the project for the LHC by
careful choice and treatment of the material for the vacuum chamber
and the equipment exposed to the beam in LEIR. For instance the large
pressure bump (see Figure 14) at the entrance of section SS4 (present
also under static but especially pronounced under dynamic conditions)
is due to a horizontal profile monitor which contains organic material.
This will be replaced by ceramic components which are better suited for
ultra-vacuum and less prone to outgassing under ion impact.
Analysis of the gas composition showed variations around the ring,
but a mass-28 component (CO) was responsible for a large fraction













FIGURE 14 Residual gas pressure for the 'fresh' machine and equilibrium with
continuous injection of about 5 x 107 Pb54+ ions per second.
of the pressure increase at all locations. Beam-induced desorption of
molecules absorbed on the chamber surface has already been encoun-
tered in the ISR28 and intensity-dependent losses from a circulating
beam of gold ions have recently been observed at the booster of the
Brookhaven AGS. 29 In the ISR the effect could be strongly reduced by
higher bake-out temperatures and/or special cleaning methods (argon-
glow discharge), together with improved pumping.28 ,3o
4 MULTITURN INJECTION AND STACKING TESTS
4.1 Setting up for Multi-injection
After the reconfiguration of LEAR (Figure 2), multiturn injection and
stacking were investigated in a programme ofexperiments during a five-
month period in 1997. The repetition time of the lead-ion linac was
shortened to 0.4 s and the ramping of the linac momentum was made
operational for the experiments. A series of pre-tests was necessary to
commission the new hardware and new settings.
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To test the novel optics for the transfer line, Pb53+ and Pb54+ ions
were simultaneously transmitted. To this end the magnetic filter line
after the stripping foil was adjusted for a large momentum width
(> 2%). After fine-tuning of the transfer line both beams passed and the
two beam spots on a scintillation screen in front of the LEAR septum
were superimposed with good accuracy (Figure 15). This proves that the
(a)
(b)
FIGURE 15 Image on a scintillator screen after the septum, when a Pb53+ and a
Pb54+ beam are simultaneously transferred; (a) with calculated settings, (b) with best
settings found for correction of the horizontal dispersion of the transfer line.
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momentum acceptance of the line was larger than 18 x 10-3 and the
residual dispersion at the septum was small as required.
To set up the ramping of the linac momentum, optimum settings
for some different energies were found 'statically' by changing the RF
amplitude of tank 3 and choosing the debuncher phase which gave
the best beam density (high intensity and small momentum spread) for
the corresponding momentum. In this optimization, the LEAR ring
with monoturn injection was used as a 'spectrometer' by observing
the momentum distribution, and the intensity, from the longitudinal
Schottky scan (Figure 16). In this way, the functions Utank3 (PL) and
¢debuncher (PL) were established and the function generators were pro-
grammed accordingly to generate an approximately linear ramp with a
~P/PL increasing up to 8 X 10-3 in a time that could be chosen between
50 and 200 flS (Figure 17). For most of the tests a ramp of ~ 6 x 10-3 in
200 flS was used.
The injection into LEAR was optimized 'statically' for different
momentum slices by shortening the linac pulse to about 10 flS (4-5 turns
in LEAR). Changing the timing of the ramp, the injected momentum
FIGURE 16 Momentum distribution for three different linac momenta: -3 x 10-3,0,
and +3 x 10-3, corresponding roughly to the beginning, the centre and the end of the ramp.
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FIGURE 17 Debuncher phase and RF amplitude of tank 3 to create the linear momen-
tum ramp of the linac beam. Scales: horizontal 50 !Jsjdiv., vertical 100 jdiv. and rv 1kVjdiv.
could be chosen. Then by adjusting the timing of the bump, the multi-
turn injection for the given slice was optimized with the constraint that
the transverse emittance did not exceed SOn mm mrad. In this way the
relation between linac energy and orbit bump was established and the
bump generators could be programmed accordingly. In this procedure
the momentum distribution was again observed via Schottky noise
scans and the transverse emittances were viewed with the beam ioni-
zation profile monitors. In most of the experiments, an orbit bump of
40 mm, collapsing in 200 Jls was used. A relatively uniform filling over a
momentum width of ±3 x 10-3 (Figure 18) was obtained in this way.
The setting up of each new optics required a series of precision
measurements and adjustments. At the start the theoretical currents
were set. Using the LEAR tune-measurement and tune-correction sys-
tem, Qh and Qv were adjusted with a precision of 0.001 via the main
quadrupole currents. The dispersion was checked by tracking an off-
momentum beam with the help of 16 position pickup electrodes around
the ring (Figure 19). Fine adjustment of D was achieved via the currents
of the trim supplies. A detailed verification of the optics was then made
by measuring the horizontal and vertical betatron phase advance
between adjacent pairs of pickups (Figure 20). For this measurement a
digital network analyser was used to determine the Beam Transfer
Function (BTF) from a fixed-loop coupler kicker to the two pickups
(Figure 21). For high accuracy, the BTF phases were measured at the
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FIGURE 18 Momentum distribution (spectral power density of Schottky noise around
a harmonic of the revolution frequency) of the beam after a combined longitudinal and
horizontal multiturn injection. The instantaneous momentum spread of the linac beam
({]"p/p) is about 2.5 x 10-4
first 51 betatron sidebands (n ± Q)/rev (i.e. over the whole range of 0.1-
20 MHz) and averaged. Then the closed orbit was corrected with special
weight on the orbit in the cooling section, and the bump for multiturn
injection was set up. Originally carried out with protons, the tuning up
of a 'new machine' became possible with lead ions, when the multiturn
injection had lead to a sufficient intensity.
4.2 Tests of the Combined Horizontal and
Longitudinal Multiturn Injection
The stacking tests were mainly performed with the machine 97-0 with
D ~ 10 m, (3H ~ 4 m in the injection region. Adjusting the orbit bump
to decrease from 40 mm to zero in 200 JlS while the linac momentum
increased by 4 x 10-3, up to 1.5 X 108 ions per injection (corresponding
to about 30 effective turns), could be captured in the machine within a
horizontal emittance (20-) of 50K mm mrad. This is not too far from the
value of25 efficient turns calculated in Ref. [14] under the assumption of
40% loss. A comparative test was also performed with machine 1 and
for this case an intensity limit of 1.1 x 108 ions per injection (22 effective
turns) was found with combined horizontal and longitudinal injection.
This has to be compared to a classical, purely horizontal multiturn
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FIGURE 19 Dispersion around machine 1 and machine 97-0. Theoretical curves and
points measured.
scheme, which loses a factor of 2 to 3 in the injected intensity even if one
uses up the full acceptance of 1501f mm mrad, 14
4.3 Multi-injection and Stacking with Electron Cooling
In the final scheme about 10 batches of 1-2 x 108 ions resulting from
each injection have to be stacked in 1s with the linac pulsing at 10Hz
repetition rate. In the experiments, two different stacking procedures
were tried out with the linac repetition rate of 2,5 Hz, The first one uses
electron cooling matched to the velocity of the stack, i.e. with a fixed
~p/p ~ -2 x 10-3 with respect to the central momentum (centre of the



























FIGURE 20 Example of the phase advance (difference of theoretical and measured








FIGURE 21 Principle of the set-up to measure the phase advance between two
pickups.
chamber). Thus the stack sits at the bottom of the electron velocity
parabola (Figure lO(c)) and the newly injected particles are decelerated
and cooled into the stack 'from above' with a large initial velocity dif-
ference to the electrons. This scheme is most efficient with a finite (but
not too large) dispersion function in the cooling section, which improves
the velocity matching as discussed in Section 3.3.
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In the second procedure, the electron velocity is changed prior to each
new injection to match the central momentum of the injected beam.
After about lS0ms it is then slowly (200ms) dragged back to D,.p/p==
-2 X 10-3, the 'parking value' of the stack. This second scheme is better
adapted to zero dispersion at the cooler. With finite dispersion the hori-
zontal position of the electron (or ion) beam has to be swept together
with the energy ofthe electrons in order to provide good velocity rnatching
in the presence of space charge.
Three different situations were tested: machine 97-0 without and with
energy sweeping and machine 1 without sweeping. Results for the first
case are displayed in Figure 22. One notes that after 12 injections of 1-
1.5 x 108 ions, about 6 x 108 ions are accumulated with peaks reaching
7 x 108. At this intensity level the stacking process saturates because
the losses during the interval between consecutive injections balance the
number of particles added per injection. With a loss rate l/T, and the






FIGURE 22 Accumulation of lead ions with electron cooling: Every 0.4 s about
1 x 108 ions are added by multiturn injection. After 4 s an intensity of 6 x 108 ions is
attained and saturation is reached. After the stop of the injection, the beam lifetime is
6.5 s. The electron cooling was with a current of 0.105 A and the electron energy was at
a fixed value corresponding to the stack momentum (!J.pjp = -3 x 10-3 with respect to
the central momentum of the machine).
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With tlinac == 0.4 s the saturation at a stacking factor of about 7 indi-
cates an effective life-time of T ~ 2.6 s only. Part of the loss can be
accounted for by a beam halo, which is not sufficiently cooled before
the new injection takes place. Another part is probably explained by the
increased charge exchange due to outgassing caused by injection losses.
In fact in Figure 23, which displays the mass-28 (CO) signal of a gas
analyser in SS2, one notes an increase of the partial pressure at each
injection. When the injection was stopped, or when a screen was inserted
in the transfer line to prevent the arrival of new particles, the beam life
increased to 6 s, even when the orbit bump was left operational.
No clear improvement was obtained with energy sweeping. The
overall results for machine 1 (and no sweeping) were only slightly less
favourable: about 5 x 108 ions accumulated with peaks of 6 x 108. The
cooling and stacking for machine 1were as efficient, maybe even slightly
better~ but the intensity at each multiturn injection was less, as explained
in Section 4.2.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Time [s]
FIGURE 23 Ion-beam current (upper curve) and CO partial pressure (lower curve)
during accumulation of about 5 x 108 Pb54+ ions. The peak CO pressure (at the
analyser in straight Section 4) rises to about 5 x 10-12 torr.
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All stacking results so far are for 100 rnA electron current and the
cooling length of 3m (7}cool ~ 0.4). For larger currents, smaller beam
dimensions were measured, leading to reduced losses at the next injec-
tion, but stronger losses occurred during cooling.
4.4 High-intensity Effects
The transverse feedback system ofLEAR, with a bandwidth of70 MHz,
which acts on the first 190 transverse modes, was needed to stabilize the
high-density stack. When this system was well adjusted, and the electron
cooling was stable, any sign of transverse instabilities disappeared.
Longitudinal instabilities and other space-charge effects of the ion
beam were usually of no concern. However when 'jumps' in the energy
of the electron cooling due to insufficient control of the neutraliza-
tion or other 'discontinuities' in the electron beam occurred, losses and
signs of instability were observed. These could only be avoided by strict
'quality control' of the electron beam (as discussed in Section 3.4
above).
The main problem at high intensity remains the reduction of the beam
life-time due to beam-induced outgassing of CO and probably other
gases as discussed above.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The experiments show the feasibility of the proposed stacking scheme
and its potential to reach ion-beam densities above LHC requirements.
A gain ofmore than 100 in intensity and density has been demonstrated.
The performance already reached in the test is only a factor of two short
in the intensity and another factor of two in the stacking rate required.
Substantial improvements are possible by a number of measures:
upgrade of the ECR source, multiturn injection into all three phase
planes, state-of-the-art electron cooling, storage-ring optics with opti-
mum betatron and dispersion functions. The vacuum and particularly
ways to control the beam-induced outgassing are of special importance.
Methods of surface treatment developed at the CERN-ISR look pro-
mising for this purpose and careful choices of the materials exposed to
the vacuum are mandatory. The recombination problem can be cir-
cumvented by the selection of a suitable charge state.
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